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Service Learning in the UK

• An emerging field.

• Recent policy drivers
– Research Excellence Framework (REF) since 2014 

• consider social impact and public engagement

– “Civic role” of the university 
• core element of many universities’ mission statements.

• A policy gap?
– Linking teaching and learning practices to this 

agenda 



London

• Located in LEICESTER
– One of UK’s most vibrant cities

– Diverse population (Indian, Chinese, SE Asian)

– Significant income deprivation

• More than 27,000 students and 3,000 staff (from 130 
countries)

• Founded in 1870 – as Leicester School of Art

• Four faculties 

– (Arts, Design and Humanities; Business and Law; 
Computing, Engineering and Media; and Health and Life 
Sciences). 

• A comprehensive academic portfolio 

– profession-focussed externally-accredited applied 
programmes (e.g. ‘Speech and Language Therapy’), 

– discipline-specific programmes (e.g. History, 
Mathematics) 

– programmes that address real-world issues without 
linking to a specific career path (e.g. ‘MSc Energy and 
Sustainable Development’). 

Leicester

Case Study: De Montfort University (DMU)



DMU’s Strategic Framework



Integrating ‘Learning for Life’ with 
‘Partnerships for Purpose’



So how much is Service-learning 
adopted at DMU?

• Data Collection:
– A short staff survey conducted over email from July to September 2020 

– Sent to 230 academic staff who had expressed interest in Service-Learning 

– 27 responses. 

• Four open questions to identify: 
– programmes/modules featuring real-world contributions through community engagement 

or service; 

– how any such real-world contributions are carried out; 

– whether and how this activity is assessed

– how sustainability themes are embedded in these programmes/modules. 

• Reflecting the working DMU definition of Service-Learning that engages with 
the Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) agenda



Definition used

EOSLHE Service-Learning definition was split into six components:

A ‘pedagogical 
approach’

‘Integrates meaningful 
community service or 
engagement into the 

curriculum’

‘Offers students’ 
academic credit for 

the learning’

‘Works on a ‘real-
world’ problem’

‘Reflection and 
experiential learning 
strategies underpin 

the learning process’

‘Linked to the 
academic discipline’ 



Findings (1)

Criteria Demonstrated ADH BAL CEM HLS TOTAL

All 6 2 1 3 6

5  1 1 2

3-4 6 1 1 1 9

1-2 2 2 4

None 1 3 4

Responses from 25 programmes engaged with S-L, 21 of which met at least one of the 
criteria.
Service Learning is adopted across all faculties, but often not using the full EOSLHE-defined 
approach

ADH = Arts Design and Humanities; BAL = Business and Law; CEM = Computing Engineering 
and Media; HLS = Health and Life Sciences



Findings (2)

20 of 21 submissions that include Service-Learning embed this within the 
course as a pedagogical practice.

Methods: 

Other examples achieved this through: 

• International field trips; 

• Tutor-led industry visits; 

• Carbon Literacy Training; 

• Volunteering (as an add-on activity).

• Placements (industry and community); 
• Live projects or live briefs; 
• Case studies; 
• Public exhibitions; 
• Running public venues; 

• Art projects; 
• Consultancy projects; 
• Investigative journalism projects; 

Participatory Action Research;
• Community Workshops. 



Findings (3)

• Where all six criteria met
– Half where professional experience was integral to course 

(linked to professional qualification)
– Half where experiential learning was not required, but 

adopted as an engaging pedagogy

• Where five criteria met
– One omitted reflection; one was extra-curricular

• Other notable examples that could be extended
– Live brief providing recommendations (1/6)
– Site visits, debates on current social issues (4/6)
– International trips with subject-related volunteering (4/6)
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Discussion 1: Impact of Subject Discipline

• Wide variety of subject disciplines engaged with this practice
– Strong interest shown in connecting students to real-world problems.

• Academic discipline affects development and delivery
1. Profession-focussed externally accredited
2. Discipline-specific
3. Real-world but not linked to specific professions

• In case 1, done ‘naturally’ due to external requirements; in case 2, S-L 
can offer stronger engagement, perhaps as co-curricular activity; in 
case 3 a natural fit for expansion towards full definition. 

• Potential quick win includes introducing reflective activities (e.g. in 
case 3).



Discussion 2: Is Service-Learning the most 
appropriate real-world learning approach?
• Several courses did not meet the full S-L 

definition, but appeared to be adopting effective, 
engaging experiential approaches
– Example: Course with student preference for non-assessed 

activity; unreliable student numbers and attendance limiting 
production of formal outputs for external partner

• Implications
– What should universities advocate? 

• Only Service-Learning or a wider agenda of real-world 
engagement?

– Academic freedom to design programmes
• Should a ‘Service’ element ever be mandated?



Discussion 3: Is this ‘Service’?

• In some cases service is found in unexpected areas, 
such as performing arts or humanities. 
– Thus ‘service’ can mean a role in society for social 

good, but arts are typically not thought of as ‘Service’

• Staff feedback in workshops was critical of ‘Service’ 
as an intelligible term for students and staff

• Implications
– How is Service-Learning named and framed to enable 

engagement and identification with the agenda?

– How is Service-Learning understood to capture the full 
range of social benefits from all disciplines?
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Some Recommendations

• Recommendations based on DMU’s experience
– Promote the practice of Service-Learning 
– Establish a team to broker between academics and community partners 

• Develop a community of practice 
• Uncover “hidden” good practice 

– Be aware that Service-Learning may be driven by other names through 
other agendas/teams (e.g. sustainability; engaging pedagogy)



Next Steps at DMU
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• Promoting “Real-Life Learning”

• Collaboration between Public Engagement, Education 
for Sustainable Development project and Centre for 
Academic Innovation

• Internal mini-conference on Nov 10th 2021

• Identifying barriers to Service-learning adoption

• Get in touch!

• Andrew Reeves (areeves@dmu.ac.uk); 

• Sarah Thomson (sthomson@dmu.ac.uk); 

• Mark Charlton (mcharlton@dmu.ac.uk) 
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